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Quote:

"They always say, 'you can't kill this business, you can only bruise it'. But what happened with WCW is living
proof that you can kill this business when the people running it know nothing about it".
 Bobby Heenan, WCW Announcer from 19942000.

Data May: 1, 2001
http://www.sendspace.com/file/0zfffz
Also available here http://www.ewwarehouse.info/category/tew13mods/
Picture Pack (People)
*Same As 1987* http://www.sendspace.com/file/zguyqk
Also available here http://www.ewwarehouse.info/category/tew13mods/
Picture Pack (Others)

*Same As 1987* http://www.sendspace.com/file/3a2b3z
Also available here http://www.ewwarehouse.info/category/tew13mods/

Promotions: 26 Active (17 to Debut)
Workers: 1,711 (421 to Debut)
Teams: 183
Locations: 2,133
Alter Egos: 106
Dojos: 48
Start Injuries: 14
Agers: 946
Dojo Graduates: 530
End Of Year Awards: 29
Media Group: 6
Narratives: 130(You read that right, majority don't have an effect on the game but are there purely for
immersion)

The Story So Far.....

North America
With the territory system a distant memory the pro wrestling scene in North America is just emerging from it's latest
war for dominance. Vince McMahon's World Wrestling Federation is once again the only Global promotion left when
the dust has settled after buying out his two biggest competitors, WCW and ECW. The subsequent dream Invasion
angle that many a wrestling fan has salivated over for decades looks to becoming close to reality and the timing could
not be better as pro wrestling continues it's industry boom in North America.
Meanwhile various indy promotions with different and ranging styles are springing up around the place riding on the
success of the industry boom period for the.
Japan
Rocked by the death of Giant Baba in 1999, the Japanese wrestling scene is still feeling the effects of one of it's true
legends passing. The founder of All Japan Pro Wrestling Giant Baba left the ownership of the company to his widow
Motoko Baba and had Mitsuharu Misawa appointed as president. However, disheartened with Motoko Baba's proposed
direction for the company, Misawa would depart the promotion in May of 2000 to form a new promotion called Pro
Wrestling Noah. With Misawa followed all but two native stars (Masanobu Fuchi and Toshiaki Kawada being the only
holdouts), and is considered to be one of the biggest exoduses of talent in the sport's history.
New Japan Pro Wrestling continues it's reign as the number one company in Japan. While Antonio Inoki's booking the
past few years seems to be slipping the NJPW name is still considered the most prestigious in the country. The recent
influx of MMA crossover stars has spiked ratings for New Japan but many experts have expressed their concern it
could do irreparable harm to the product, especially the fact that more and more NJPW stars are trying their hand in
an MMA ring.
Mexico
The 90's witnessed Mexico robbed of it's greatest lucha's to the lure of North American money. As WCW and WWF
signed hot prospect after prospect, Mexico's two biggest mainstay promotion's CMLL and AAA watched as their rosters
were stripped almost bare. Now in the early 2000's both company's have put their future in the hands of young
workers and have seen an immediate impact. Large crowds have started to return to events and new stars are being

born again. Having learned the lessons of the past Mexican Luch Libre is looking to return to the forefront of
professional wrestling.
Australia
It's glory years long gone Australian wrestling returned with a massive bang in the late 90's. Coinciding with the
introduction of cable TV in the country the Monday Night Wars drew Aussie wrestling fans back to the sport in droves.

Notes And Things
* Huge Gimmick file overhaul... no Gimmicks with 0% subtelty and all tweaked to fit CVerse stats exactly.
* Dojos Graduates have had a huge amount of work put into them with the number now totalling 530, this is useful
for future workers debuting in certain promotions.
* MCW was one of the WWF's development territories at the time but to make things sim better in the long run HWA
has replaced them 6 months earlier then in reality. Any workers on development deals working in MCW at the time
have been signed to HWA on the same type of contracts.
* A relationship between Vince McMahon and Sting has been added to prevent Sting signing with the WWF. Vince is
only booker not owner of the company though so if you play as head booker you can hire him without any issues.
* Please report any typos, errors, odd things etc for future update fixes.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvZnffDP7Vg
Enjoy

Edit  Oops Title is supposed to read "May 2001" not "Jan 2001". Hopefully a mod can edit for me.
Last edited by Genadi : 01132013 at 02:35 AM.
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